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The Project

• Look for evidence of the Randall-
Sundrum Graviton using ee events at
the LHC using the ATLAS detector

• Find cuts that would reduce
background and give a cleaner sample
of electrons
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The LHC
“Large Hadron Collider”

• 27 km particle
accelerator under
France and
Switzerland

• 2 proton beams
• Center of mass

energy of 7 TeV
• 40 million beam

crossings a second
• Protons guided by

superconducting
magnets
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The ATLAS project
“A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS”
• 153 institutes across 35 countries
• 143 feet long

•  1 fb-1 of
data taken
from April
2010 to June
2011
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Transition Radiation Tracker

• Very useful in distinguishing true
electrons

• 298,000 straws filled with Xenon
gas held at a potential

• Spaced between straws filled with
material with different dielectric
constants

• Causes transition radiation
• More relativistic particle
   = more transition radiation
• Photons interact with xenon

produce a signal
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EM calorimeter

• Used to detect
electrons and
photons

• Made of lead sheets
and liquid Argon

• Absorbs energy as
the particle decays

• Has high energy
resolution
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Detector slice
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Coordinate systems

1) Cartesian:
      Z-axis down beam

2) Cylindrical:
• φ measured from

positive y-axis in
xy plane

• η defined by
    −ln(tan(θ/2)) with θ

being the angle
from the positive
z-axis

• ΔR = √ (Δη2 + Δφ2)

η

φ

y

z
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Standard Model

• Describes 3 of the four
fundamental forces

• All 3 have force carrying
particles

• Does not describe gravity
• Also Hierarchy Problem: Why

is gravity so much weaker
than the other forces?
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Randall-Sundrum Graviton

• Randall and Sundrum
proposed there was one
extra, warped spatial
dimension

• A solution to Hierarchy
Problem is an extra
dimensions

• Mass and coupling k/MPl
of RS graviton not
known.
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G→ee

• One of the possible decays
of the RS graviton is to a
high energy electron
positron pair

• Standard Model
backgrounds -:
 Drell Yan: Z → ee
 Diboson:
     WW, ZZ, WZ
 Top and anti-top quark
  W+ jets
 QCD: two jets

• Jets fake electrons: Need to
distinguish between them
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Monte Carlo simulated
backgrounds

• These backgrounds, not including the
QCD, are estimated through Monte
Carlo simulations.

• QCD is estimated from the data
• Compare these backgrounds to the

data
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Event Selection

• Select events with 2
high transverse
momentum electron
candidates

• These two candidates
must both pass the
medium cut to become
the signal sample

• The two candidates
must pass the loose
cut and fail the
medium cut to become
the QCD

•Isolation
•TRT
•E/p
•Track matching

Tight Cut

•Fside

•Track quality
•First layer of calorimeter

Medium Cut

•Hadronic Leakage
•Accepted η range

Loose Cut
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Invariant mass
m = √ ( (E1+E2)2− (p1+p2)2)
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Transverse Momentum (pT)

Leading electron
(highest pT)

Subleading electron
(second highest pT)
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Very High Energy Events

• Want only electron pair events
• QCD fakes electrons
• Want to reduce QCD
• Cut on variables that are sensitive to

fake electrons
• Check if these cuts reduce QCD
• Look at these variables over a range of pT

bins to see if these cuts hold at high pT
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Isolation

• Measure of energy surrounding an
electron

• Various cone sizes defined by
     ΔR = √ (Δη2 + Δθ2)
• Expect isolation to be small for

electrons
• Apply a cut on electron: Must have an

isolation < 10 GeV
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Isolation Plot

• Require
subleading
electron pass the
medium and tight
cut, isolation < 10
GeV. Leading pass
the medium cut.

• Plot leading
electron isolation,
QCD, and MC
backgrounds
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Isolation with binned pT

166-550116-16676-11656-7636-5626-3625-26pT  (GeV)

7654321Bin #
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Check QCD estimate

• Subtract QCD estimate from the data
• Plot this with MC backgrounds
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Isolation vs. pT

• For each of the plots
just shown, the mean
and variance of the
data is plotted with
the mean and
variance of the
background sum
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Other variables

• Same process with isolation cuts, but
plot two other tight cut variables:
 TRT: Ratio of high transition energy

detections over the total number of TRT
hits.

 E/p: Ratio of energy and momentum
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TRT and E/p

•E/p plot of the
leading electron at pT
bin 4 (56-76 GeV)

•TRT plot of the
leading electron at pT
bin 4 (56-76 GeV)

•Notice the shift in
data and background
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Fside  plot

• Fraction of energy outside
3 central strips but within
7 strips as compared to
energy of entire deposit

• Want Fside to be
small for electrons
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Rη plot

• Rη is the ratio of cell energy in Δη × Δ ϕ = 3
× 7 over Δη × Δϕ= 7 × 7
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Rη in pT bins

• Rη plotted in 4 pT bins

165-
550

115-
165

70-
115

25-
70

pT

(GEV)

4321Bin #
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Other variables

• Two other variables were plotted:
 Hadronic leakage: Ratio of energy in first

sampling of Hadronic calorimeter to the
energy in the EM calorimeter

 Wη2: Lateral width of the particle shower
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Hadronic leakage and Wη2

Hadronic Leakage
(all pT)

Wη2 (all pT)
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QCD reduction results

• I found very reasonable agreement
between background and data

• Isolation and Fside  cuts efficient in
distinguishing between true and fake
electrons

• Cuts hold at high pT
• Find using 50 GeV pT electrons (Z-

peak) to understand 500 GeV pT
electrons is ok
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Searching for the Randall-
Sundrum Graviton

• Randall-Sundrum models plotted
with invariant mass plot
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Exclusion Plot

k/mpl = 0.1
mass limit
is 1.51 TeV
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Conclusion

• I looked at how well the backgrounds
modeled the data, and how to get a
purer sample of electrons without fake
electron detections

• Found Isolation and Fside cuts were
sensitive to electrons and held at high
pT

• Randall-Sundrum models were
compared to the data, but no evidence
was found
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Questions?


